
When used to pretreat roads alone, salt 
brine dries out and does not sck to the 
road’s surface - wind and traffic can easily 
sweep it away. However, with AmeriBrine 
added, it bonds to roads in even the most 
severe weather condions.

With 50% more melng capacity, AmeriBrine significantly outshines the compe on. 
AmeriBrine Superior, which is salt brine with 20% AMP, lowers salt brine's working 
temperature (1:1 freeze point) from 18°F to 10°F, protecng your roads in the coldest 
temperatures.  AmeriBrine-treated roads become free of ice and snow more quickly than 
roads treated with salt brine alone. With the low freeze point of AmeriBrine, your 
storage tanks are also protected in colder condions.

INTRODUCING AMERIBRINE SUPERIOR

20% AMP : SUPERIORAMERIBRINE
• S U P E R IO R •

• excellent for pretreating
• Also used for posttreatment
• 50% more melting power then regular brine
• can be applied up to 2 days before the storm
• works down to 10 degrees
• AVAILABLE 275 GALLON TOTES
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For more informaon, call (800) 262-4360 or visit us at www.americhem.net

1401 AIP Drive | Suite 100
Middletown, PA 17057

(800) 262-4360
www.americhem.net

AmeriBrine SuperiorAmeriBrine

AmeriBrine, a soluon of salt brine and 
10% AMP, is 55% less corrosive than 
standard rock salt. AmeriBrine Superior 
is a soluon of salt brine with 20% 
AMP and is a Pacific Northwest Snow-
fighters (PNS) approved product. This 
means it exceeds PNS specificaons by
reducing corrosion more than 70% 
compared to standard rock salt. 
Corrosion of your storage tank is also 
reduced by more than 70%, which sig-
nificantly reduces capital investment 
over me.

The unique liquid composion of AmeriBrine disrupts the bonding of hard ice crystals and creates a soer ice. This provides a ghter connecon 
between the road and res making driving safer. The faster melng performance allows more me between treatments, or a lower applicaon 
rate, making AmeriBrine the more cost-effecve soluon. AmeriBrine reduces an-icing and deicing cost per mile of roadway significantly, driving 
a strong posive return on investment for your purchase.
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